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Year 6 

WW2 

How did WW2 impact on Hull?  

History  

Chronology- WW2 lasted from 1939 to 1945 and 

followed WW1  

Cultural- Hull was bombed because it was a port. 

Many areas of Hull including residential areas were 

destroyed.   

Social- The roles of women changed because many 

men went off to fight.  Children were evacuated from 

Hull to the countryside to keep them safe.  

Military and Political- Germany declared war on 

Poland, which officially started the war. WW2 was a 

battle between two groups of countries called the 

allies and the axis.  

Economic- Rationing was introduced as well as a 

make do and mend campaign because supplies were 

not readily available.  

Religion- Millions of Germans were imprisoned and 

killed because they didn’t fit the image of the ‘perfect’ 

German.  

         Art 
Drawing and painting 

Typography 

Graffiti 

Banksy 

Music  

The children will be using Charanga  

A New Year Carol by Benjamin Britten and Happy, 

this will be performed using keyboards 

In English we will be reading...  

Goodnight Mr Tom by Michelle Magorian 

Thorpepark 50   

Read a book in the library  

Jigsaw  

Dreams and 

Goals 

Healthy me  

Religion, Beliefs & Values    

Beliefs and meaning 

Is anything ever Eternal?  

Computing  

Microsoft Excel,  using the 

Maths  

Decimals and percentage 

Algebra 

Measurement 

Perimeter, area 

& volume  

Ratio   

Science  

 Animals, including Humans  

The children will learn that the circulatory system includes 

the heart, blood vessels and blood, and is vital for fighting 

diseases and maintaining proper temperature. They will 

also learn that the heart is a muscular organ in most 

animals, which pumps blood through the blood vessels of 

the circulatory system.  

They will gain an understanding that blood is the red liquid 

that circulates in the arteries and veins of humans and 

other vertebrate animals, carrying oxygen to and carbon 

dioxide. 

The children will 

take part in a wide 

range of activities 

linked to the 

circulatory system.  

 

 DT 

Food Technology  

Design  

The children will research and develop a 

design criteria to inform the design of 

innovative, functional and appealing 

products. 

The children will create war time recipes 

and then adapt them with limited 

ingredients just like the rationing point in 

history. 

MFL 

Playing & enjoying sports. 

This is me, hobbies & fun  

 

PE 

Gymnastics 

Multi skills 

 Writing  

Adventure Story (2) Letter/ recount (2)  Poetry (1) Explanation (2) Suspense Story (2)

Mock SATs (2) Basic Skills (1)  


